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Introduction.
In Hunt's theory of Markov processes certain duality assumptions are made to generalize well known classical potential theoretic results such as F. Riesz representation theorem, uniqueness, existence of equilibrium potential etc. A standard treatment developed by several subsequent authors can be found in [1] . In a different direction, it was shown in [2] under simple analytic conditions that the equilibrium measure is inherently linked to the last exit distribution of the process. It thus appears feasible that this last result, namely on "equilibrium principle" may be made the starting point to which other major results are related.
In this paper we exploit the line of thought in [2] to derive some of these major results under the same set of conditions as in [2] . It turns out that these sets of conditions automatically imply the existence of a dual. However, this will not be proved here.
In § 1 we collect a number of simple consequences of our basic assumptions. In § 2 we construct a version of the potential density with "point supports" namely which is "harmonic off its pole". This is a general result not dependent on the specific conditions of the present paper. This good version of the potential density turns out
1.
The basic assumptions are the same as in [2] , viz. :
(i) The underlying process X is a Hunt process on a locally compact Hausdorff space E with countable base, which is transient in the following sense: for each compact K and every x we have \imP X {^^o 9,} = 0.
r-».oo
(ii) The potential kernel is V(x , dy) == u(x , y) ^{dy) wherê is a Radon measure and the potential density function u has the following properties: 1 (iia) Vx : y -> ----is finite continuous u(x,y) (lib) u(x , y) = + oo if and only if x = y .
To save constant repetition we shall fix the usage of certain symbols and terms below (unless explicitly contravened), as follows:
A is a Borel set, written also as A G 33 ; D is an open set with compact closure, not empty; G is an open set, not empty; K is a compact set, not empty; a function such as / or f^ is positive Borel measurable; the support of a function / or a measure ju is denoted by \j_ or La ;
V,u(x,y) = fP,(x,dz)u(z,y) , P^u(x , y) = fP^(x, dz) u(z , y) ,
where (P^) is the (Borelian) semigroup of the process (X,) ; PA/W = E^ {/(X^) ; TA < ^}, TA = mf{t > 0: X, E A}; s is superaveraging iff s ^ P^ for every t\ the excessive regularization of s is denoted by _5 = lim P^5; s is excessive at x iff s(x) =^(^);
For each y , we write y_(., y) for the excessive regularization of u ; U/= fu(^y)f(y)dy, UJLX = fu(^y)^(dy).
PROPOSITION 4. -We have
V/: U/= U/.
// s = U/i where ^ is any measure, then s_= Ujn.
Proof.
-(3) is true because both members are excessive and they are equal ^-a.e. by Fubini; (4) contains (3) and is proved by Fubini and Fatou.
PROPOSITION 5. -If s is excessive, then 3f^ such that /" < n 2 , U/^ < n , and U/^ t s .
Proof. -This is well known but we indicate the proof. Let K.ttE, ^==5A(^P^1) and /, = n[s, -P^ ,J.
The next two propositions are proved in [2] , reviewed here for orientation and some quick applications.
It is important to observe that the proof in [2] does not establish that l^. C K . In fact it shows that
where 7^ = sup{r > 0: X^ G K}. If there is a jump at 7^ » it is possible that X(7^-)fK. However, (6) does establish the next proposition.
One of our principal results below is to prove that there exists ju with [E CK and jn(Z) = 0 (see (12) of § 3), for which (5) is true. This turns out to be equivalent to Hunt's Hypothesis (B) and PT,/^ (8) w/z^r^ g = _g 0^2 {^ < °°} .
Proo/ -The case T^ = ^z is easy; so we treat only the case T "
= ^vc • n is clear from ( 8 ) that S is superaveraging. Fix an x "« such that g(x) < oo , then for n > n^x) we have
It follows by subtraction that
For fixed t, the second member of (9) is decreasing in n by the supermartingale inequality. Hence for n > k, (9) is true when on the right side n is replaced by k. Now let n -> oo on the left side and use domination to obtain for every k gW -P,g(x) < E^{/(X(T^)) ; T, < t} .
For the fixed x there exists k such that P^{T^ > 0} = 1 . For this k in (10), as t ^ 0 the right member of (10) decreases to zero by domination; P^^f(x) < oo . This proposition will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 2, ( §) below.
2.
In this section we give a general construction of a good version of a given potential density function u. Of the latter we assume that (a) \/y : u(-, y) is excessive and finite S-a.e.
For the underlying process it is sufficient that it be a transient standard process satisfying the condition: (b) every singleton is a polar set.
A function v measurable SB x S& is a version of u iff for every x and every / we have fv(x , y)f(y) ^(dy) = fu(x , y)f(y) ^(dy). 
We shall refer to (1) as the "round fl property of w .
Proof. -Let {B^} be a countable base of open sets of E such that each member of the sequence is repeated infinitely many times. Put u^x , y) = u(x , y) for all (x , y) ; and define inductively for n > 0: 
Thus u^ is a version of u , but it may not be excessive.
For each y let us put Fy = {x \uJ,x , y) < ^}\{y} . Then S(F? = 0 by assumptions (a) and (b). Let B be one of the sequence {B^} and ^EB. Then by construction there exists a sequencê -^°o such that B^=B and so PB^I^ , y) = u^(x , ^) . It follows by monotone convergence with initial finiteness that
PB
u^x » y) = u^ . y) for all xCFy and y G B . 
Since for large n E x {^(X^, y)} < ^(x,^) < oo, we can let n -> oo in (6) to obtain E^lUX,,^); ^<TB}>E^{^(X^,^); r<Tg} (7) == PB^(X , ^) -E^JX^ , >Q ; t > Tg} .
The last expectation in (7) is bounded by E X {u^(X^ , y) ; r > Tg}.
Since x^=y , we may choose B so that x f. B so that P^Tg > 0} = 1. The expectation above then converges to zero as t -> 0 becausê {^(X^ .V) ; TB < °°} = PB^ , V) < u^x , y) < oo for large ^z. Going back to (7), we see that if x G Fy , then
Urn P^Jx , .y) > Hm E"{^(X,, y) ; r < Tg} >PB^oo(x,^) = ^(x,.y).
Thus u^(' ,y) is excessive at such an x , namelŷ
In addition to equation (5), we have if B is any member of {B^}:
because this is true when u^ is replaced by u^, which implies (9) itself by Fatou's lemma. Now if x G Fy , then the quantities in (9) are finite, and consequently in conjunction with Pg(;c, {y}) = 0 due to the polarity of {y}, we have Pg(x, F? = 0. This relation and (8) imply that P^u^x , y) = P^(x , ^). Since ^o(',.V) is excessive, we now have
for all .yEB and all xCFy. Since ^(F? = 0, we conclude that
first for $-a.e. x, then for all x. The validity of (10) for all members of a base of the topology implies its validity for every open set B.
Finally, the proof of Proposition 4 of § 1 shows that Uy as well as u^ is a version of u. This is the w claimed in Theorem 1.
D
To apply Theorem 1 to the case under consideration in this paper, we must start with u_ instead of u because of condition (a). Note that by (3) of § 1, u_ is a potential density of the given process. Proposition 10 of § 1 supplies the condition (b) required for Theorem 1. We shall refer to the w just constructed from u_ as the round version ofu. It will play a key role in what follows.
3.
In this section we give the principal convergence theorem for potentials of measures. It is an extension of the main result in [9] but will soon be strengthened to include a new feature relative to the round version w constructed in § 2. Proof -The proof is essentially the same as that in [9] , but the basic steps will be sketched.
where the infimum is strictly positive. This implies (a). We shall write fi^ for JLI^ below for simplicity. Put
For each x for which o(x) < oo, we have by (a) °°> a(x) > L^(x , 1). Hence there exists {n^} and L(;c,-) such that
Let ^p be continuous with compact support, then since \/n: ^({x}) = 0 by hypothesis and u(x , y) < °° for y ^= x , we have
Thus we have for each x such that a(x) < °° :
This is true of any vaguely convergent subsequence of L^(x , •), hence by (3) any two vague limits coincide off {x}. Now under condition (c^) the vague convergence is also weak convergence, namely with L^(x , 1) -^ L(x , 1). On the other hand, under condition (c^) we may write fJi^dy) = f^(y) ^(dy), and so for each K
By Proposition 11 of § 1, if a(x) < °° , then the last term in (4) decreases to zero as K t E . Consequently we have
and L(x , 1) = ^(x) by condition (b).
Let F = {y : o(y) < °°}. Then F^* is a polar set and we have proved under (c^) or (c^) that (5) is true for all xGF. It follows from (3) that jLi({x}) = 0 and
The limit 5" in (b) is superaveraging by Fatou. We are going to show
Let ^ be continuous and 0 < g < 1.
The right member converges to zero as t -> 0 by hypothesis. Taking a sequence g^ ^ Ir^-, , we obtain
for any e > 0 and sufficiently small t > 0. Now F" U {x} is a polar set by Proposition 10 of § 1, hence P^(;c, •) does not charge it and so the last term in (8) is equal to zero by (6) . Thus (7) follows from (8) . We can now conclude from (3) that
This and (5) establish the conclusion (j3). Integrating, we obtain We can now prove a key property of the round version w of u. 
But the left member of (11) is just w(.,y). Hence Theorem 2 is applicable to the sequence {Ujn^} under condition (c^), and we conclude that there is a subsequence jn^. converging vaguely to some p. such that w(.,^)=Ujn. But ^ must have support in ^ = W . thus 3X : 0 < X < oo ^ such that w(. , jQ = u(. , jQX . Proof. -Since w is a potential density, we have
where ^ is defined in (2) of § 1. But ^ >0 everywhere, hence $o(Z) = 0 which is the same as {(Z) = 0 . D Theorem 2 under condition (c^) was stated in a restricted way because we needed its Corollary 1 to prove Theorem 3. We can now state Theorem 2 in a more complete form as follows. THEOREM 2 (continued). -// we impose the additional condition that ^(Z) = 0 for all n, then in condition (c^) we may remove the assumption that fi^ ^ ^, and the conclusions (a), (j3), (7) still hold; moreover, we have (5) for the fi in (7) we have jn(Z) = 0.
Proof. -The proof of (a) requires no change. In the proof of (j3), under condition (c^), the inequality (4) is replaced as follows. Let K^ t E; since jn^(Z) = 0, we have
Ky, KB
y the round property of w, P ^ w (• , jQ = w( • , ^) for all ^ E K^ .
Hence the second member of (13) does not exceed
which decreases to zero as n -^ °° , on {a < °°} by Proposition 11 of § 1. The rest of the proof of (j3) and (7) are the same as before. To prove the new conclusion (6) 
Then we have just shown that on F U^ -^U^.
(15) By (7) s= U^ + U^-0 ;
hence on {^<oo}^ both terms on the right are excessive, and consequently UjLi 0 =V^ .
Since JLI^(Z) = 0 , we have by the definition of Z
Hence by the round property of w and the domination in condition (a), we have on F P^U^ =U^. 
Since jn(N) = 0, we have, using (7): By contrast, the method does not prove that the measure JLI in Corollary 3 does not charge Z. This should be compared with (5) of § 1, where the measure jn is seen not to charge Z by the proof in [2] and the argument used in Theorem 2 to deduce (6). Thus we have the anomaly of two representations of PK 1 as potentials of measures both of which lack an essential feature. The next proposition clarifies the issue.
Recall that Hunt's Hypothesis (B) (see [3] ) may be stated as follows: for every (open) G which contains (compact) K, we have PGPKI=PKI- There are several equivalent properties in terms of the sample function behavior of the process; see, e.g., [5] . It is known that the hypothesis is true under strong duality assumptions, see [5] . 
By Hunt's approximation theorem, 3L^ C K 0 Z^*, L^ t, such that for each x, both P^-a.s. and P^-a.s., where X(.) = P^(x, •), we have P, 11 P .I. The limit above is equal to P^l because "n KDZ^ -i is. Z is polar. Taking such a sequence {L^} in (27), we obtain (26) by monotone convergence. We shall prove later that under the additional assumption that Vx: u_(x, x) = + oo , Z is indeed a polar set. Let us remark here that it is easy to show that Z is left-polar, hence semipolar. For this purpose we define SA ==inf{^>0: X,.EA}, P^I(X)=P^{SA<°°}.
Then the method of proof in [2] yields
Hence the argument leading from (c) to (a) above shows that P^l=0.
4.
The main result of this section is that Ujn uniquely determines p. provided that jn(Z) = 0. This will be proved in a series of lemmas beginning with one due to Mokobodzki, which is essential. This is his result on excessivization valid for any discrete potential kernel; see [6] and [8] . The application to our case is made through standard techniques via resolvents, see [4] . Recall our convention in § 1 that all functions are positive measurable.
A "strong order" is defined as follows: /« g iff 3 an excessive function ^ such that f+^p=g. For any measurable / (not necessarily positive), there exists a "least excessive majorant" /* such that /* is excessive, /* >/, and for any excessive ^ >/ we have \p > /* . Mokobodzkfs main result may be stated as follows: If /«<?, then /*«^*.
(
We need also the following result, due to Mokobodzki (see another proof by Getoor in [7] ). for each x for which U/(x) < oo . Multiply both sides by ----u(x , y) we obtain the conclusion in (3). For a general argument see [1] .
Our application of these results is contained in the next lemma, which does not depend on the specific setting of this paper. 
Thus ^ « U/^ and so by (1), ^ « U^ . By (2), 3^ and hŝ uch that ^ = U^ and U/.-U^+U/z,.
This implies (6) by (3). Since <^ < s^ by (5) and (8), we havê <s^ . Comparing (9) and (10), we see that U^ < ^ becausê
" n Then </? is excessive and V/ is superaveraging. Letting n -> oo in (10) and using (4) and (11), we see that 5=<^+^.
But <^ < s^ and V/ < ^ , hence in view of (5) Hence by Lemma 1, 3{^} and {h^} satisfying (6) and (7). We can now apply Theorem 2 to {U^J and {Vh^} to obtain {n^} such that
It is clear from (6), (17) and (18) Proof. -Suppose first that I^CL where L is compact; then for any DDL we have UJLI = Wjn == P^WJLI. Hence by Lemma 2, 3 a measure X such that X(Z) = 0, WJLI = WX (22) and moreover X has the splitting property. We are going to show that JLI = X. The same argument then applies to v by virtue of Lemma 4, and so v = X '= JLI. by Lemma 4, 1^ C K. Were it possible that (jn 4-X) (K) > 0, then it would follow that
and consequently by subtraction, on the set where WX < °° , On the other hand, we obtain from (28) for each K
f w(x,y)\(dy)> fw(x,y)^(dy)> f w (x , y) \(dy). (25)
If x ^ F, the second terms on both sides above converge to zero as DIE by (29), whereas there is monotone convergence for the first terms. Therefore we have
and since K is arbitrary, the finite measures w(x , y) p.(dy) and w(x,y)v(dy) coincide for xGF. Fix such an x, and remember that w may be replaced by u which is strictly positive everywhere. We reach the final conclusion that JLI = v . n COROLLARY 5 to THEOREM 2. -// J^(Z) = 0 for all n, then conclusion (a) may be strengthened to read: jn^ converges vaguely to VL. This follows because all vague limits are the same by uniqueness.
We proceed to Riesz's decomposition. A function h is harmonic iff for every (compact) K h=P^h. Consequently P^ h = P^ h_, and so h_ = P^ h_ except for a polar set and therefore everywhere. Thus h_ is harmonic.
Next we have from (35) and (36) PT / = PT S + h on {h < 00} ; 
n yi
This shows that the limit in (37) is equal to zero on [h < 00} ^ hence $-a.e. Assuming for a moment that g is superaveraging, then we have limP^^_= 0 $-a.e., and this implies by standard arguments that _g is a potential. It remains to show that g is superaveraging. This is usually done via a result by Dynkin (see, e.g., [I], p. 273), but here is a shorter direct proof. Since h is the decreasing limit of excessive functions, we have P^h < Pg/z if S and T are optional times such that S < T . In particular, we have by (31) Vr>0: h=P^^h, on {A<oo}.
(38)
Now we have for each t P,g(x) < PTA^(X) + E^(X,); T, < t}.
Fix an x such that f(x) < oo . Then the last term in (39) is bounded by P X {f(Xf),^y^ < t} which converges to zero as n -> o° since P^/(^)<°°-Furthermore, P^ ^(x, .) does not charge {/=°°} and so by (39) and the definition of g , we have 
t -^ 00
A "pure potential" is a potential which is purely excessive. A result analogous to Proposition 11 of § 1 shows that (42) implies actually the limit there is zero on {5<°°}, hence except possibly a polar set.
The following remark is important. If s is purely excessive, then we have everywhere Vfn t s , where f^ = n(s -P^ s) .
To see this, recall that standard arguments show that U^ is increasing and converges to s on the set where (42) holds. Hence the limit is an excessive function which is equal to s S-a.e., therefore it coincides with s.
5.
Hunt's Hypothesis (B), which is equivalent to Z is a polar set (1) by Theorem 4, will now be proved under the additional assumption below:^y
This is satisfied if u_= u, namely if u(. , y) is excessive for each y . The latter condition is in turn satisfied if u(' , y) is lower semicontinuous since it is superaveraging by Fatou's lemma. At a crucial point we need also the assumption $ is an excessive measure;
namely { > ^ for every t > 0. This assumption is usually made for a reference measure.
Define the Borel set Q = {y : ^(. , y) is a pure potential} .
According to Proposition 13 in § 4, Q c is a polar set. We shall prove that Q C Z c ; then ZCQ 0 so that (1) is true.
Let y E Q. Then for each t > 0, P^(-, y) is a potential. Hence by Corollaries 1 and 4 of Theorem 2, there exists a Radon measure, to be denoted by Pf(-,j0, which does not charge Z, such that P^O ,V) = UP,(. , y) = ; u(' , z) P,(dz , y) .
Here we have adopted the left-handed notation appropriate for the dual symbolism. Note that we can replace u by y_ in the last term above, by Proposition 4 of § 1. It follows from (5) that if y^Q, then P^(.,^) does not charge Q° because the first member of (5) is a pure potential.
THEOREM 7. -{P^, t > 0} is a semigroup of kernels on Q x Q. We have for each y G Q
//m? rf^/m^ a kernel \J on Q x Q as follows:
then for any f (> 0) for which f\J(y) < oo we have
Proo/ -The key is the uniqueness Theorem 5. We have for wEQ, r > 0 and . y > 0, since P,(. , w) is concentrated on Q by(5):
= fP,(x, dri) P^(7?, w) = P,^^(x , w) = fu(x, z)P^(dz, w). Hence fP,(dz , j/) P,(^ , w) = P^(rfz , w) which establishes the semigroup property. Let t^^O and apply Theorem 2 to the sequence UP^ = P^ M., with a = s = ^(. , ^) and under condition (c^), we obtain ^f. , ^) = U^LI where "^ is a vague limit of P^ , with /x(Z) = 0. Hence /z = PO by Theorem 5, and (6) follows.
Next we have by Fubini,
The first term above is equal to
hence by the uniqueness theorem we have
and so letting t -^ °°f^d
Note that V^: ^.(z , ^) = u(z , j^) for {-a.e. z, hence it is immaterial whether u or ^ is written in (11) or (12).
Remark. -It can be shown that if y is not in a certain polar set, then (11) holds for any bounded / with compact support.
Theorem 7 requires an essential complement which is stated separately to stress the point. We need first a lemma, the only place where the excessiveness of $ is used. We write ^(f) for ff(x) ^(dx).
LEMMA 5. -If
U/<oo and U/<limU^ ^-a.e.,
n then £(/)<lim^).
n Proof. -We prove first that if U/<oo and U/<U^, ^-a.e., then {(/) < ^(g). For this purpose we may suppose ^(g) <°°, hence £(U^)<oo for X>0 because X^<$. Write P^ = 6?-^; then we have for any fixed X > 0 : 0 -SP^) (U^) = ^ ^(^P^) (^) ds t ^)
as t ^ 0. Hence if U^/<U^,
then £(/)<$(^). [We learned this argument from M.J. Sharpe.] Unfortunately (15) is not part of our hypothesis; whereas (14) need not hold for X = 0. The remedy is as follows. Let 0 < a < 1 and put for n > 1: A^ = {xGEjaU^Ax) < V^gW} .
Since U 17 " increases to U as n -^ oo ^ our hypotheses imply that S(E -lim inf A^) = 0 . Now we have on An aU^C/l^ ^U^/^l; 17^; hence the inequality holds everywhere in E by the domination principle for U 17 " (see [4; p. 245] ). Therefore the argument above with X = -yields ^(/l^ ) < ^(g). Letting n -> oo , then all, we obtain $(/)<f(^).
Now suppose that (13) is true. For 0 < a < 1 put B^ ={xCE\a\Jf(x)< inf U(^)}. A function s defined on Q is called "co-superaveraging" iff s > sPf for every t > 0 and is "co-excessive" iff in addition s = lim sPf. We cannot yet define a "co-potential", but we can ruo define a co-excessive s to be "purely co-excessive" iff lim^P^ = 0, S-a.e.
The following lemma is the co-version of a remark at the end of § 4, and is spelled out here because of its importance in the proof of Theorem 10 below. 
everywhere.
Proof. -Just as in (43) of § 4, ^ U t <^, where ^ is coexcessive and ^ = (^ ^-a.e. Now we see from (10) that the measure 
